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Abstrat

Domain-spei�metadata standards, inluding ontologies, markup lan-

guages, and tehnial interfae spei�ations, are a neessary omponent

of solutions for FAIR researh data management with industrial applia-

tions. The Workshop on Domain Ontologies for Researh Data Manage-

ment in Industry Commons of Materials and Manufaturing (DORIC-MM

2021) disusses the state of the art, hallenges, and perspetives for ontin-

uing innovation in this �eld. The present work omments on the landsape

of semanti assets in the �eld of materials modelling, overing eletroni,

atomisti, mesosopi, and ontinuum methods. Summaries are given of

partiularly promising lines of work, inluding the CAPE-OPEN interfae

standard, the XML shemas EngMeta, CML, and ThermoML, and the

ontologies OntoCAPE, Metadata4Ing/Metadata4HPC, OSMO (the on-

tology version of MODA) and the VIMMP system of ontologies, and the

domain-level modules of the European Materials and Modelling Ontology

(EMMO). For future work, it is reommended to emphasize advaning in

aordane with �ve priniples: 1. Diversi�ation of tehnologies; 2. Ob-

servation of praties; 3. Realisti objetives; 4. Inentives for providing

itable data and software; 5. Co-design of simulation and data tehnology.
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1 Introdution

Metadata standardization can be implemented in a wide variety of ways. It
is therefore unsurprising that in materials modelling, similar to other fields,
many different approaches have been applied to support findability, accessibility,
interoperability, and reusability, i.e., the FAIR principles of data management [1,
2]. What these approaches have in common is that they are applications of
semantic technology in that they need to go beyond expressing formal, syntactic
requirements on input/output conventions and formats (e.g., “a configuration
input for code X consists of an integer number N followed by 6N floating-
point values”) by giving an indication on the meaning of the communicated
data and metadata; by annotating data (i.e., by providing metadata), data
become information, and in a semantic-web based approach, ontologies are used
to associate data and metadata with an agreed meaning.

Whenever a collection of codes or platforms interact systematically or on a
regular basis, interoperability is required. This implies semantic interoperability,
i.e., agreement on the meaning of the exchanged information, since the output
of one workflow element needs to be understood correctly when it acts as input
for the next element. In this sense, any thoroughly documented serialization,
graphical notation, or other syntactic standard can act as a metadata standard;
substantial efforts have been dedicated to this sort of documentation by which
guidelines on the structure, content, and use of databases [3, 4], interfaces [5, 6],
or workflow management systems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] can play this role.

Most, if not all, metadata standardization from this kind of work is intended
for human readers, e.g., as support for programmers who aim at coupling or
linking two or more codes correctly. For compendia such as the Review of
Materials Modelling (RoMM), cf. de Baas [14], or documentation forms such
as MODA [15] (abbreviation of “Materials Modelling Data”) and the EMMC
Translation Case Template [16] (ETCT), which consist of sets of tables with
text content to be filled in by a user [17], the situation is similar: Such meta-
data standards, which instruct members of a community on a recommended
way of annotating their data, are human-readable, but not machine-processable.
However, metadata standards can only fully exploit the capabilities of semantic
technology if they are machine-processable, supporting (at least in principle)
computational tasks such as automated reasoning, validity checks, the formu-
lation and processing of queries, and the transformation or mapping from one
representation to another [18]. The two main technologies [19] that fulfill these
requirements are, first, markup languages specified by XML schema definitions
(XSD) and, second, the semantic web based on the resource description frame-
work (RDF). The main ordering feature in markup language technology is con-
tainment, i.e., one XML tag (or an object in JSON) contains others, yielding a
structural inclusion hierarchy.

Applications of this approach to materials modelling include CML [20, 21,
22], CSX [23], EngMeta [24, 25, 26, 27, 28], MSML [29], and UDLS [30]. In se-
mantic web technology, employing RDF schemas and the web ontology language
OWL, concepts are structured taxonomically by a subsumption hierarchy, while
the information content itself takes the non-hierarchical form of a knowledge
graph. Many existing domain ontologies are relevant to the domain of knowl-
edge discussed here; this includes ChemAxiom [31], OntoCAPE [32, 33, 34],
OntoCompChem [35, 36], OntoKin [36, 37], PHYSSYS [38], the PSO [39], the
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simulation intent ontology [40], multiple domain ontologies from the Virtual Ma-
terials Marketplace (VIMMP) project [12, 28, 41, 42], and some of the domain-
level modules of the European Materials and Modelling Ontology (EMMO),
cf. Goldbeck et al. [43], Francisco Morgado et al. [44], and Ghedini et al. [45].

The present group of authors comprises both developers and end users of
domain-specific metadata standards in materials modelling. Most of us are af-
filiated with organizations that act as translators in the sense given to the term
by the EMMC ASBL community: The Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of
Materials (IWM) is an institution with the explicit purpose of facilitating indus-
try uptake of new technologies, Goldbeck Consulting Ltd. is an independent con-
sultancy, and the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS) is a
facility that provides services to both academic and industrial users. Helmholtz-
Zentrum Geesthacht is a scientific institution developing and implementing in-
dustrially relevant research topics, innovation platforms, and knowledge transfer
systems. Below, we comment on specific lines of work, all of which are promising
in our view; however, they are also disparate efforts, and the attempts to create
robust connections (or any connections at all) between them have so far been
insufficient. Working toward a convergence or an alignment between existing
standards will create significant synergies. It will permit integrating more di-
verse software components into materials modelling workflows and facilitate an
interaction between a greater number of digital infrastructures.

2 State of the art

2.1 CAPE-OPEN interoperability

CAPE-OPEN, wherein CAPE stands for computer-aided process engineering
(and OPEN stands for “open”), has long been a widespread technical interop-
erability standard for flowsheet-based process simulation; developed from 1997
onward as a community-driven effort coordinated by the CAPE-OPEN Labora-
tories Network (CO-LaN), cf. Belaud and Pons [5, 6], it is presently supported by
a multitude of process simulation packages, referred to as process modelling envi-
ronments (PMEs) in CAPE-OPEN nomenclature, including leading commercial
solvers such as Aspen (cf. Hillestad et al. [46]), COMSOL (cf. von Schenck et
al. [47]), and gPROMS (cf. Moreira et al. [48]) as well as a dedicated free im-
plementation by van Baten and Szczepanski [49] called COCO (“CAPE-OPEN
to CAPE-OPEN”). Process modelling components (PMCs) that form part of a
PME can exchange information on thermodynamic quantities; in this way, any
code that provides predictions for thermodynamic data, including but not lim-
ited to fluid phase equilibria, can be connected to process simulation software
if both components interoperate through CAPE-OPEN interfaces [50]. Popular
thermodynamic property packages that can function as PMCs include gSAFT,
MultiFlash [51], REFPROP [48], and Simulis Thermodynamics [50].

At a comparably early stage of development of CAPE-OPEN, Morbach et
al. [32] introduced OntoCAPE as a recommended ontologization, aiming at
connecting the COM based (and more recently .NET based) technical-level in-
teroperability with data integration solutions grounded in semantic interoper-
ability [34]; a detailed discussion of OntoCAPE is given in a reference man-
ual by Marquardt et al. [33]. On the basis of OntoCAPE, Farazi et al. [36,
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37] developed OntoKin, which specifically addresses continuum-level models of
chemical reaction kinetics; their solution [37] includes an ABox converter that
imports/exports description logic ABoxes (assertional boxes, i.e., knowledge
graphs) from and into the widespread file format used by the CHEMKIN-III re-
action kinetics solver [52] and other interoperable packages [53], e.g., for coupling
reaction kinetics with CFD simulations [54]. A more recent attempt to combine
CAPE-OPEN with semantic technology was made by Tolksdorf et al. [30] who
introduced User-Defined Language Specificators (UDLS), based on the metadata
standard for equations MathML [55], to support automated code generation.

2.2 EngMeta and Metadata4Ing

Within the project DIPL-ING, a metadata model for Engineering Metadata
(EngMeta) was developed on the basis of requirements and use cases from ther-
modynamics and aerodynamics [24, 27]. EngMeta is a hierarchical metadata
model, formalized in XSD, that serves as a convention on semantics in com-
putational engineering [25, 26]; it is data-centric and permits including infor-
mation on the underlying research processes (i.e., the data provenance), which
is crucial to data reusability. Beside process metadata, also technical, descrip-
tive, and subject-specific metadata information from computational engineering
can be stored. EngMeta is based on pre-existing metadata standards such as
CodeMeta [56], DataCite [57], ExptML, and PREMIS [58]. It covers information
on computational engineering research data and processes; e.g., methods with
their parameters, (computational) environments, and tools (hard- and software),
the observed systems/research objects with their components and variables, the
temporal and spatial resolution, and boundary conditions, among other data
and metadata items. Metadata blocks based on EngMeta were integrated into
the data repository of the University of Stuttgart and are widely used to describe
research assets [59].

Figure 1: Classes and relations used to describe a CFD simulation.

EngMeta undergoes a process of continuous improvement and extension and
should therefore be understood as a form of scientific communication follow-
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ing Edwards et al. [60, p. 667] rather than as a finalized outcome or product.
Facilitating the scale-up from the level of a single university to academic ac-
tivities at the national level, EngMeta serves as one of the starting points to
metadata standardization within the German national research data infrastruc-
ture (NFDI) programme, in particular concerning the engineering sciences and
the NFDI4Ing project, aiming at developing a system of ontologies for engi-
neering and high performance computing (referred to as Metadata4Ing and
Metadata4HPC). Within Metadata4Ing, the basic model of EngMeta, cf. Se-
lent et al. [27], is combined with a hierarchical and modular approach. The
main subject-specific building blocks (i.e., Method, Tool, ObjectOfResearch, and
Environment) are specified in more detail with the help of ontology branches;
e.g., Fig. 1 illustrates how the class NumericSimulation and its data and ob-
ject properties can be used to annotate a CFD simulation. Apart from direct
relations between the object of research and methods at a conceptual level, pro-
cessing steps allow to describe specific research processes in a fine-grained way,
specifying information on the employed methods, tools, and environments as
well as input and output assets. This enables the provision of detailed prove-
nance information associated with each research result. Metadata4Ing makes
use of references to pre-existing semantic assets such as the Data Catalog Vo-
cabulary [61] (DCAT), wikidata [62], and schema.org.

2.3 Chemial Markup Language

The Chemical Markup Language (CML) is a metadata standard for the chem-
ical sciences, going back to the late 1990s [20], that is formalized as an XML
schema [22]. While it was originally mainly employed to represent chemical
formulas, its scope has in the meantime been generalized, covering computa-
tional chemistry and molecular dynamics simulation in general [21]; its use for
data integration in molecular modelling includes the Simulation Foundry by
Gygli and Pleiss [11]. An extension covering these domains is called CML-
Comp [63] and was developed until 2012. In this branch of CML, information
on the machine configuration and computational environment, control para-
meters, computational methods, thermodynamic properties, and the employed
algorithms can be represented, allowing for a high level of detail, including the
representation of molecules. Another standard that envolved out of CML is
CompChem2 [64], which enriches CML with semantics for computational chem-
istry [65]. Krdzavac et al. [35] use concepts from CompChem2 as the foundation
for OntoCompChem, an ontology for quantum chemistry, which has mainly been
applied to the Gaussian code by its creators so far [35, 36].

The Molecular Simulations Markup Language (MSML) is a variant of CML
adapted to the Molecular Simulation Grid (MoSGrid) platform [29]. Typically,
in a first step, MSML can be used by researchers to document their workflows,
providing a high-level logical (i.e., non-technical) provenance description that is
simulation-code agnostic. MoSGrid then uses this information to generate the
simulation-code specific input data (e.g., job files). After the simulation run,
the MSML document is complemented by parsing the output information, e.g.,
concerning the simulated compounds, the employed force fields and thermo-
dynamic boundary conditions, and the computational environment. Thereby,
MSML takes a role as an information broker for the simulation itself and, beyond
this, for a subsequent metadata-extraction step that transforms all information
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from the MSML document to JSON and registers the data and metadata in
a central repository service. MSML is strongly tied to the MoSGrid platform
for defining workflows and extracting information, where acts as a mediator,
not as the final metadata document itself. The XML schema CSX (Common
Standard for eXchange), cf. Wang et al. [23], is an alternative to CompChem2
and MSML that is based on a similar choice of technology and targets roughly
the same domain of knowledge, i.e., MD simulation and quantum mechanics, at
present mainly for GAMESS.

2.4 Thermodynamis Markup Language

The Thermodynamics Markup Language (ThermoML), an XML-based hierar-
chical metadata schema following a similar technological approach as EngMeta
or CML, is developed by NIST and endorsed by IUPAC [66] to facilitate the
annotation of thermodynamic data published in journals [67, 68]; so far, prac-
tices supporting the availability of data and metadata in ThermoML XML and
JSON formats have been implemented by five journals: Fluid Phase Equilib.,
Int. J. Thermophys., J. Chem. Eng. Data, J. Chem. Thermodyn., and Ther-
mochim. Acta, i.e., journals covering a significant research output which, as
discussed by Frenkel [69, 70], has been growing by “more than a factor of 2
every 10 years” [70]. The aim of this effort consists in advancing research data
infrastructures such as the NIST/TRC SOURCE data archival system [71], even-
tually yielding a “Global Information System in Thermodynamics” [69, 70]; at
present, the annotated data, including over six million thermodynamic data
points, are ingested into the ThermoData Engine (TDE) expert system at
NIST [72]. By means of the TDE, data can be assessed for mutual consis-
tency [73], and the accessible amount of thermodynamic data permits conduct-
ing comparably complex uncertainty analyses for models, e.g., as applied by
Cheung et al. [74] to phenomenological equations of state. ThermoML has so
far only been used to annotate experimental data; however, the journals Fluid
Phase Equilib. and J. Chem. Eng. Data, both with a strong focus on quanti-
tatively characterizing the behaviour of concrete thermodynamic systems (pre-
viously, experimentally only), have in the meantime expanded their scope to
include molecular modelling and simulation; the other three journals tradition-
ally address both experimental and theoretical methods. From the ThermoML
Archive [75] it is evident that nonetheless, the present implementation of the ap-
proach simply ignores simulation-based data published in these journals: Where
combined experimental and simulation work has been published, the ThermoML
annotation covers the experimental data only; for articles that exclusively report
on molecular modelling and simulation, no XML and JSON files are generated
at all. Revising ThermoML and appropriately adjusting editorial policies might
provide the community with a substantial corpus of published molecular sim-
ulation results annotated in ThermoML and, thereby, advance efforts toward
coherently integrating experimental and simulation data in research data in-
frastructures. Alternatively, European funded repositories could take over the
NIST data and supplement them by simulation results; for this purpose, the
NOMAD centre of exellence could be a promising candidate [76].
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2.5 MODA-OSMO provenane desriptions

Interoperability between data and simulation tools, including thermodynamic
property and model databases, data analysis software, and LIMS/ELN systems,
and solvers for materials modelling at different granularity levels, is a significant
challenge for implementing multiphysics approaches that rely on complex data
processing and simulation workflows [77]. Additionally, including in the analysis
a business-relevant data component increases the complexity of the problem, in
particular by connecting modelling and simulation to decision-making in materi-
als design and the application of new functional materials in industry. Moreover,
the interdisciplinarity of the problem requires the collaboration of multiple sci-
entific or industrial communities participating in the development of new prod-
ucts. Usually, these communities rely on their own terminologies that deviate
from each other. Hence, there is a strong need for standardization of model and
provenance descriptions and for the development of translation services for in-
dustry, so that partners from industry and academia can exchange information
reliably. An initial effort in this direction has been undertaken by the European
Materials Modelling Council (EMMC ASBL), which created a set of recommen-
dations concerning good practices in materials modelling translation [41, 78]
as well as business decision support systems (BDSS), cf. Dykeman et al. [79];
as a prerequisite for these developments, the EMMC coordinated efforts that
led to a CEN Workshop Agreement (CWA 17284) on modelling terminology,
classification, and metadata for materials modelling [15]; this CWA provides
a standardized template for describing materials modelling data (i.e., MODA),
accounting for multiphysics approaches in terms of a uniform vocabulary [14, 15].

MODA serves as an instrument for documenting complex modelling and
simulation approaches; MODA provenance descriptions facilitate the provision
of metadata concerning the general modelling workflow, specifying qualitatively
in what way multiple models, solvers, and data-processing operations are com-
bined in order to obtain the final simulation outcome. At present, MODA is used
mainly within the EMMC community, including many projects from the LEIT
NMBP part of the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme [80].
MODA contains a use-case description that is separate and independent of any
modelling information, allowing benchmarking of different simulation and ex-
perimental approaches [15]. In combination with the use-case description and
a general overview, a materials simulation is described at a logical level, i.e., it
is stated between what elements of a workflow there is a transfer of informa-
tion. This graphical representation is targeted at human readers and aims to
support them at understanding the basic reasoning underlying the implemented
approach; for a set of examples, the reader is referred to de Baas [14]. Beyond
the CWA, the MODA metadata schema has in the meantime been extended
to cover BDSS and bespoke model design for specific business cases [79]. An
ontologization of these standards is provided by two components of the VIMMP
system of domain ontologies [28, 42]: The Ontology for Simulation, Modelling,
and Optimization [12] (OSMO) in combination with the Materials Modelling
Translation Ontology [41] (MMTO). In this way, data annotated according to
MODA [15], the ETCT [16, 17], and the EMMC Translators’ Guide [78] can be
integrated into a semantic-web framework.

Sections constitute the basic elements of a MODA-OSMO workflow. They
can be of the following types:
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• A simulation overview (summary, rationale, access conditions, etc.), cor-
responding to a MODA cover sheet.

• An application case describes the real phenomenon under consideration;
this can be a use case (following MODA), referring to a simulated physical
system, or a business, industrial, or translation case (following the ETCT).

• A materials model represents a physical entity by similarity and through
a mathematical formalism, constituted by its governing equations (GEs);
following de Baas [14], depending on the way in which the considered
physical system is represented, a model is categorized as being at the
electronic, atomistic, mesoscopic, or continuum granularity level.

• A solver provides a computational representation for the GEs and is em-
ployed to solve these equations numerically. Its scope is strictly limited to
the GEs and the variables explicitly occurring in these equations.

• A processor represents any software carrying out computational operations
that go beyond solving the GEs of a model. Usually, a simulation code
plays the role of a solver and a processor; these roles are split in the logical
workflow representation. OSMO distinguishes preprocessors (run before
a simulation), coupled processors (synchronous with it), postprocessors
(succeeding it), and data processors (independent of solver execution).

Metadata associated with these sections according to MODA (and the ETCT,
respectively, in the case of business, industrial, and translation cases) are re-
ferred to as their aspects. Concepts and relations from OSMO and the MMTO
cover a) sections and their aspects, b) coupling and linking of sections within a
workflow, and c) the exchanged logical variables and key performance indicators
(KPIs); in particular, every MODA workflow description has a canonical map-
ping into OSMO, which thereby functions as the ontology version of MODA.
The logical data transfer (LDT) representation of workflows associated with
OSMO includes a graphical notation that eliminates ambiguities, present in the
graphical notation from MODA, concerning the precise way in which multi-
ple elements are connected [12]. More detailed illustrations of OSMO and the
MMTO are to be found in previous work [12, 28, 41, 81].

2.6 European Materials and Modelling Ontology

The EMMO is a community effort towards unifying the nomenclature within
the materials science field that is led by the European Materials Modelling
Council and applied in various EU projects (VIMMP, MarketPlace, H2020 DT-
NMBP-09-2018 projects, etc. [80]). As a top-middle-level ontology, the EMMO
provides a common semantic framework for representing the complex and mul-
tidisciplinary domain of materials science (including materials, models, charac-
terization, and data) with the possibility of addressing any domain of knowledge
within the applied sciences [43, 44, 45]. Its foundations in physical sciences, an-
alytical philosophy (i.e., mereotopology and semiotics [43, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86])
as well as information and communication technologies offer a representational
approach to describing the real physical world and ultimately facilitate data in-
tegration and interoperability. The EMMO framework is structured into levels
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– the top, middle, and domain levels – that consist of modules describing funda-
mental concepts (at the top) followed by generic cross-domain concepts (middle)
down to application-specific representations (domain). At its middle level, the
EMMO provides different options to categorize real-world objects through mul-
tiple perspectives, cf. Fig. 2, that are used as a root for the development of
EMMO-compliant domain ontologies [28, 44]:

• The Reductionistic perspective provides classes, relationships, and axioms
to describe real-world objects by a hierarchy of direct parts (temporal and
spatial) down to its fundamental elementary level. This strict hierarchy
of parts is achieved through non-transitive direct parthood relations.

• The Holistic perspective enables the description of objects as a whole. This
perspective supports describing processes in terms of their participants. In
particular, this is applied to represent a semiotic process (i.e., a semiosis)
following the theory by Charles S. Peirce [82, 84]; accordingly, a semiosis
is an elementary cognitive process that involves a sign, an object, and
an interpretant [45, 82, 86]. In the EMMO, semiosis is fundamental to
describing models, formal languages, and properties, including thermo-
dynamic and mechanical properties of physical systems [43, 45].

• The Perceptual perspective concerns symbolic objects; it provides a con-
ceptualization of formal languages, pictures, geometry, and mathematics.

• The Physicalistic perspective represents real-world objects based on applied
physics. This branch categorizes the physical objects into matter, fields,
and elementary particles following the standard model of particle physics.

Combining multiple EMMO perspectives can facilitate bridging the gap between
different domains [44, 86, 87, 88, 89].

Figure 2: EMMO perspectives (from Ghedini et al. [45]).

3 Disussion and onlusion

The ongoing and pre-existing work discussed above shows that, on the one
hand, metadata standardization and interoperability are of great concern to de-
velopers, and that both developers and users in materials modelling increasingly
prioritize adherence to the FAIR principles in dealing with data; this reflects
trends in scientific research and development at large. On the other hand,
the existing approaches to data technology in materials modelling are poorly
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integrated or aligned with each other so far, and there is little common under-
standing of best and good practices (even “FAIR” is typically only used as a
fashionable label), while promises and expectations associated with ontologies
and semantic interoperability are often exaggerated irresponsibly. All this is
characteristic of technology uptake in its early stages, particularly when there
is a hype surrounding it. To suggest a way forward based on this assessment of
the situation, we recommend to focus on five lines of development as a priority
for realizing FAIR data management at the domain-specific level. We thereby
limit ourselves to domains of knowledge that involve modelling and simulation.
The recommended strategy can be summarized as follows:

(D) Diversification

Interoperability is only present to the extent that different approaches and
solutions are combined with each other. Despite obverse claims, the widespread
tendency among developers to say that their specific platform or tool will inte-
grate all that exists in the field does not endorse, but counteract interoperability;
“everybody will be using X in the future” not only aims at a situation where in-
teroperability is not needed and therefore absent, it also creates conflict rather
than cooperation in the predictable case of there being multiple X’s. Beside
addressing semantic heterogeneity as such, which can be done by implementing
existing alignment techniques [90, 91, 92], the main perspective for advancing
interoperability consists in technological diversification, since metadata stan-
dards that are given as interface specifications (Section 2.1), hierarchical XML
schemas (Sections 2.2 to 2.4), and ontologies (Sections 2.5 and 2.6) represent
different paradigms that need to be reconciled with each other [19] to prop-
erly communicate information on materials and processes. This includes the
problem of specifying non-heuristic, canonical ways of eliminating cycles from
knowledge graphs to obtain a tree-like structure that can be given a hierarchical
representation [28, Chapter 5].

(O) Observation

The annotation of data must occur where the data are generated: In actual
research practice. However, in metadata standardization efforts, the observation
of research practices too often limits itself to “doing a survey,” i.e., encouraging
or requesting prospective users to fill in a multitude of complicated forms. This
cannot replace listening and actual engagement. We suggest to proceed to
more interactive forms of community involvement, e.g., as outlined in previous
work [24]. As an outcome, agreed semantics and pragmatics must go hand in
hand, such that user rights and roles as well as good (or minimally required)
and best practices are specified, facilitating pragmatic interoperability [41, 93].

(R) Realistic objectives

Ontology engineering is among the fields that have in recent years been sur-
rounded by a considerable hype, though to a lesser extent than other fields such
as quantum computing or artificial intelligence which, however, is often taken
to include automated reasoning and knowledge representation. In such situa-
tions, it is common for people who are superficially acquainted with a certain
technology (including, but not limited to politicians) to formulate exaggerated
expectations of what can be immediately accomplished to improve certain sys-
tems or entire industries. It is the responsibility of practitioners to correct them;
nobody else can do it. Where a call for proposals is formulated along the lines
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of “apply for the sum of money X for a project that will reduce the cost of the
industrial process Y by a factor Z,” the relation between X, Y, and Z needs to
be appropriate. It should not be wildly unrealistic; otherwise, project consortia
will be encouraged to fuel the hype. In the worst case, this will even promote un-
academic behaviour. We refrain from giving concrete examples, since this is not
intended as a criticism of any institution or organization (or even any particular
project or person), and doing justice to the topic would require a dedicated
work of its own. This is a common challenge to technological innovation that
has historically affected many new disciplines; it either ends in disappointment
or, if practitioners succeed at educating decision makers and potential users, in
a successful technology uptake. Under the presently predominant paradigm of
organizing research work, this challenge is further exacerbated by the fact that
according to conventional practices of project management, the desired out-
comes are specified in advance – sometimes down to the level of detailed KPIs.
That makes it even more important for such objectives to be actually realistic.

(I) Incentivization

Incentives must be in place for researchers to provide citable software [94, 95,
96] and citable open data [97]. This requires a revision of the system of metrics
by which academics are evaluated, where the Hirsch index and the total number
of journal-article citations are presently of major importance, whereas other
modes of propagating research outcomes do not count; this creates a situation
where authors are indirectly discouraged from making data and software citable
in any other way than by referencing a journal article. We further refer to
Mons [97] for an analysis of challenges related to incentivizing open data and to
Katz et al. [96] for a discussion of Software Citation Implementation Challenges.

(C) Co-design

To ensure that the bulk of the research output in molecular and multiscale
modelling and simulation is appropriately annotated and made available to all
through an ingest into FAIR research data infrastructures, it is essential for
solver development to go hand in hand with the development of the targeted
digital platforms. Since many different solvers produce data that need to be
processed by many digital infrastructures, this is a n:n communication prob-
lem that requires genuine interoperability, both at the semantic and at the
technical level. As Gygli and Pleiss [11] observe, interoperability in molecular
modelling and simulation can only be achieved when simulation deployment is
linked to automated annotation in accordance with metadata standards that
enjoy widespread recognition. The required co-design of data technology and
simulation technology can be mediated by a workflow management system that
ensures technical interoperability with respect to multiple solvers and process-
ing elements, while ensuring semantic interoperability in its interactions with
digital platforms. In this respect, best practice in the field is represented by
SimPhoNy [10], a workflow management system that is co-designed with the
EMMO through EMMO-CUDS, a semantic data structure; other promising de-
velopments include AiiDA [8, 13], from which provenance descriptions can be
obtained [9, 13], and the Salome/YACS workflow management system [7] which
is connected to the VIMMP ontologies by an XSD-based common data model.

These five recommendations or principles, the DORIC principles, are pro-
posed to the community for a thorough critique and discussion at the DORIC-
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MM 2021 workshop so that they can become a part of the associated Onto-
Commons project deliverable. Where appropriate, we suggest that they be
implemented into work programmes of EMMC and RDA task groups as well as
collaborative projects, e.g., within Horizon Europe.1
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